Obesity’s match

The world’s first fat tax is in place. Ironically, it is enviably healthy Denmark that is leading the way. What is the motivation, asks Marion Nestle

THE Danish government’s now infamous “fat tax” has caused an international uproar, applauded by public health advocates on the one hand and dismissed on the other as nanny-state social engineering gone berserk.

I see it as one country’s attempt to stave off rising obesity rates, and its associated medical conditions, when other options seem less feasible. But the policies appear confusing. Why Denmark of all places? Why particular foods? Will such taxes really change eating behaviour? And aren’t there better ways to halt or reverse rising rates of diet-related chronic disease?

Before getting to these questions, let’s look at what Denmark has done. In 2009, its government announced a major tax overhaul aimed at cushioning the shock of the global economic crisis, promoting renewable energy, protecting the environment, discouraging climate change, and improving health – all while maintaining revenues, of course.

The tax reforms make it more expensive to produce products likely to harm the environment and to consume products potentially harmful to health, specifically tobacco, ice cream, chocolate, candy, sugar-sweetened soft drinks, and foods containing saturated fats.

Some of these taxes took effect last July. The current fuss is over the introduction this month of a tax on foods containing at least 2.3 per cent saturated fat, a category that includes margarine, salad and cooking oils, animal fats, and dairy products, but not – thanks to effective lobbying from the dairy industry – fluid milk.

Copenhagen is the home of René Redzepi’s Noma, voted the world’s best restaurant for the past two years. To Americans, “Danish” means highly calorific fruit- and cheese-filled breakfast pastries. Despite such culinary riches, the Nordic nation reports enviable health statistics and a social support system beyond the wildest imagination of inhabitants of many countries. Danish citizens are entitled to free or very low-cost childcare, education, and healthcare. Cycle lanes and high taxes on cars make bicycles the preferred method for getting to school or work, even by 63 per cent of members of the Danish parliament, the Folketing.

Taxes pay for this through policies that maintain a relatively narrow gap between the incomes of rich and poor. The Danish population is literate and educated. Its adult smoking rate is 19 per cent. Its obesity rate is 13.4 per cent, below the European average of 15 per cent and a level not seen in the US since the 1970s. Denmark has long used the tax system to achieve health goals. It has taxed candy for nearly 90 years, and was the first country to ban trans-fats in 2003.

Because its level of income disparity is relatively low, the effects of health taxes are less hard on the poor than in many other countries. But the Danes want their health to be better. Obesity rates may be low by US standards, but they used to be lower – 9.5 per cent in 2000. Life expectancy in Denmark is 79 years, at least two years below that in Japan or Iceland. The stated goal of the tax policies is to increase life expectancy as well as to reduce the burden and cost of illness from diet-related diseases.

Like all taxes, the “health” taxes are supposed to raise revenue: 2.75 billion Danish kroner annually ($470 million). The tax on saturated fat is expected to account for more than one-third of that. Since all food fats – no exceptions – are mixtures of saturated, unsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids, the tax will have to be worked out food by food. Producers must do this, pay the tax, and pass the cost onto consumers.

Taxes on cigarettes are set high enough to discourage use, especially among young people. But the food taxes are low, 0.34 kroner on a litre of soft drinks, for example. The “fat” tax is 16 kroner per kilogram of saturated fat. In dollars, the taxes will add 12 cents to a bag of crisps and 40 cents to the price of a burger. Whether these amounts will discourage purchases remains to be seen. Other countries are playing “me too” or waiting to see the
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The best way to plan for an asteroid mission is to spend 13 days in an underwater laboratory, says the planetary scientist.

This week you will be travelling underwater off the coast of Florida as part of NASA's NEEMO undersea exploration mission. Why?

In 2025 NASA wants to send humans to explore asteroids a kilometre in size or smaller. These are effectively microgravity environments. As nobody knows how to do field geology in microgravity, the best way to simulate it is underwater.

This is quite a change from your usual job, managing NASA's Mars rovers.

I have been saying publicly for years that I am a big supporter of human space flight. This is the chance for me to stop talking about it and actually do something towards it.

How big is the underwater laboratory you will be working in?

It's about the size of a school bus, and it sits on the seabed at a depth of 19 metres. There will be six of us there - four NASA crew members and two folks from the National Undersea Research Center.

Have you spent much time under water before?

I did some research diving in Antarctica back in the 1980s. We were interested in understanding what the sediments deposited in lakes on Mars might look like; Martian lakes would probably be covered with ice too.

What will a typical day be like in the underwater laboratory?

It's going to be very intense. We have a very full mission timeline. Two crew members will go outdoors performing extravehicular activities - there's one EVA in the morning and one in the afternoon, three hours apiece. We are not using scuba equipment, but instead have helmets to provide air and continuous voice communication.

We'll be simulating the process of doing basic field geology tasks on the surface of an asteroid, like deploying instruments and collecting samples. We will be trying lots of ways to do it, using ropes and small one-person subs to move crew members around.

What are the benefits of sending humans to an asteroid, rather than just robots?

In Antarctica, we had a remotely operated vehicle exploring the lake bottom. We could look around and answer first-order questions with it, but I found I didn't really understand things until I got suited up and went down in that environment myself, where I could touch the surface and interact with it.

The human-robot argument is a silly argument to have. The key is to find the right mix of both. I think humans are going to be much more effective geological explorers than a robotic system would be, but robots are less expensive, and you want to find the right balance.

Are you hoping to be on board NASA's asteroid mission in 2025?

I'm 55 years old. I'm 10 years older than anybody on the NEEMO crew. I think this is going to be the closest to an asteroid I'm ever going to get. I'll be watching the asteroid mission on TV from my rocking chair.

Interview by Maggie McKee
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AT INDIA’s largest burns centre in Victoria Hospital, Bangalore, ten macabre scene is played out with horrifying regularity. A twenty burnt woman is brought in by her husband and thirty. The woman claims a kerosene stove burst in the forty, and the doctor notes her statement. Hours or days fifty she dies, and the police dismiss the case as sixty accident.

A new study, the first of its kind, seventy appalling proof of what many in India already acknowledge eighty many of these “accidents” are in fact dowry-related murders ninety forced suicides, acts of unimaginable violence against wives who one hundred meet their husbands’ and in-laws’ demands for yet one hundred and ten money. The study suggests that in one hundred and twenty of India’s strict anti-dowry laws and one hundred and thirty campaigns by women’s groups, incidents like one hundred and forty are on the rise across India.

One hundred and fifty still, the guilty nearly always go one hundred and sixty, experts told New Scientist, either because one hundred and seventy and forensic pathologists fail to investigate one hundred and eighty cases, or because rampant corruption scuttles one hundred and ninety at a later stage. Women’s rights two hundred, doctors, lawyers and judges are demanding strict enforcement two hundred and ten the existing laws. Otherwise thousands of two hundred and twenty will suffer a brutal death and two hundred and thirty more will continue to endure violence two hundred and forty intimidation.

The study was carried out two hundred and fifty Baldev Raj Sharma, a medical-legal expert two hundred and sixty the Government Medical College Hospital’s department two hundred and seventy forensic medicine in Chandigarh, Punjab, and two hundred and eighty colleagues. His analysis of 385 burn two hundred and ninety at his hospital between 1994 and three hundred shows that most of the 292 women who three hundred and ten were not victims...
of kitchen accidents (three hundred and twenty, vol 28, p 250). What’s more, three hundred and thirty numbers are rising. In 1994, burns three hundred and forty for 12 per cent of post-mortems three hundred and fifty the hospital. In 2001, the figure three hundred and sixty jumped to nearly 30 per cent.

Three hundred and seventy, the police reports Sharma examined concluded three hundred and eighty 97 per cent of the women three hundred and ninety burnt in accidents in the kitchen, four hundred due to a burst kerosene stove. Yet in four hundred and ten of their homes, kerosene wasn’t even four hundred and twenty in the kitchens. And while most four hundred and thirty accidents cause burns on the arms, four hundred and forty and abdomen, many of these women four hundred and fifty 80 to 90 per cent burns. “Four hundred and sixty can that be accidental?” asks Sharma. “Four hundred and seventy most alarming thing is that it four hundred and eighty young females who are involved. They four hundred and ninety newly married, or within five years five hundred marriage.”

In traditional Indian homes, girls learn to five hundred and ten when they are around 13, which
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hundred and forty and abdomen, many of these women four hundred and fifty 80 to 90 per cent burns. “Four hundred and sixty can that be accidental?” asks Sharma. “Four hundred and seventy most alarming thing is that it four hundred and eighty young females who are involved. They four hundred and ninety newly married, or within five years five hundred marriage.”

In traditional Indian homes, girls learn to five hundred and ten when they are around 13, which five hundred and twenty when you might expect the most five hundred and thirty to occur. Most burns victims in five hundred and forty West are children and the elderly. Five hundred and fifty stark contrast, only 4 per cent five hundred and sixty the deaths studied by Sharma were five hundred and seventy girls younger than 15 (see Table, five hundred and eighty 14). The number jumps to 16 five hundred and ninety cent for women aged 16 to six hundred the age at which most women marry and six hundred and ten and twenty to 25. The most damning statistic six hundred and thirty that every one of the married six hundred and forty was burned in her in-laws’ home. “Six hundred and fifty speaks for itself,” says Sharma.

Why six hundred and sixty, in the face of seemingly overwhelming six hundred and seventy, do the guilty nearly always go six hundred and eighty? The problem is not with the six hundred and ninety laws they are...